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Introduction
Supervisory Guidelines for AMA
Regulatory requirements under Basel Supervisory Guidelines for operational risk capital models define
some very significant needs on the software supporting the capital calculation.
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Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: ILD, ELD, SA and BEICFs

“An AMA for calculating the
operational risk capital charge
of a bank requires the use of
four data elements which are:
(1) internal loss data (ILD); (2)
external data (ED); (3) scenario
analysis (SBA) and (4) business
environment and internal
control factors (BEICFs). “
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Internal Loss Data and Distribution Assumptions
Our software provides multiple distributions and the means to identify those more closely
replicating the risk profile implicit in internal losses.

“Supervisors expect ILD to be used
in the operational risk
measurement system (ORMS) to
assist in the estimation of loss
frequencies; to inform the severity
distribution(s) to the extent
possible”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Internal Loss Data and Distribution Assumptions
For Threshold and Tail Weight Determination: Hill, Mean Excess Plot, DEdH,
Stability Parameter, HKKP, Tail Plot, GoF and Capital Stability by Threshold, etc.

“A bank is responsible for defining
and justifying appropriate
thresholds for each operational risk
class, both for data collection and
modelling”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Reduce Estimates Variability and Realistic Capital Estimates
Evaluation of the Variability of Capital Estimates and GoF, Given New Losses
Permits to compare
the parameter
stability of
different
distributions and
thresholds.

Three different box plots can
be used to compare results:
•Capital estimate
•Anderson‐Darling P‐value
•Kolmogorov–Sm. P‐value

Parameters statistics for the
different distributions are
showed in the bottom
window table.

Capital estimates
statistics are shown at
the bottom window
table.

“The bank should put in place
methodologies to reduce estimate
variability and provide measures of
the error around these estimates (eg
confidence intervals, p‐values)”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Reduce Estimates Variability and Realistic Capital Estimates
What-If Tool for the Analysis of the Realism of Capital Estimates and
the Sensitivity of Capital Estimates given New Extreme Losses

New capital
estimates as the
result of the
introduction of
hypothetical new
losses

“It generates a loss
distribution with a
realistic capital
requirements estimate,
without the need to
implement “corrective
adjustments” such as
caps“
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Grid to introduce
hypothetical
losses together
with the
frequency to test
capital stability

Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: External Loss Data
Integration and Rescaling of External Data
High distribution
moments can be
set as value
targets as off the
analysis of
external data

Mean, mode and
quantiles (arbitrary
number of quantiles)
may be derived from
internal data

Distribution parameters (tail
parameter, shape parameter, etc.)
restrictions may established as off
the analysis of external data

“Supervisors expect ED to be used in
the estimation of loss severity as ED
contains valuable information to
inform the tail of the loss
distribution(s) “
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

“A data scaling process involves the
adjustment of loss amounts reported
in external data to fit a bank’s business
activities and risk profile. Any scaling
process should be systematic,
statistically supported, and should
provide output that is consistent with
the bank’s risk profile”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

The result is a distribution
with the scale of internal
data and the shape of
external data
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Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Scenario Analysis Modelling
Scenario Analysis Elicitation Methods

“A robust scenario analysis framework is
an important element of the ORMF. This
scenario process will necessarily be
informed by relevant ILD, ED and suitable
measures of BEICFs”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Scenario Analysis Modelling
OpCapital Precision provides the means to model scenario analysis into distributions for modelling and integrate
them into the operational risk calculation. Information from external or internal data can be added such as
moments, mode, percentiles, etc.
Derived from
the analysis of
external data

Answers from the
scenario analysis rating

“A bank should thus ensure that the loss
distribution(s) chosen to model scenario
analysis estimates adequately represent(s)
its risk profile”
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Scenario Analysis Validation
Performance Based Expert Judgment, for the Validation of Scenario Analysis

“A robust governance framework
surrounding the scenario process is
essential to ensure the integrity and
consistency of the estimates
produced”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
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Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Business Environment and Internal Control Factors
Scenario Analysis Modelling Support Data

“BEICFs are operational risk
management indicators that provide
forward‐looking assessments of
business risk factors as well as a bank’s
internal control environment”.
“BEICFs are commonly used as an
indirect input into the quantification
framework and as an ex‐post
adjustment to model output”.

Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Business Environment and Internal Control Factors
KRIs may also play a direct roll in BEICF. Below the total loss frequency by month is represented together with its
down sloping trend. If the trend is stable it may indicate a improvement on the operational risk control environment

Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Business Environment and Internal Control Factors
Total frequency by business line can analyzed to prove the improvement on the control environment by
organizational unit and reflect it the modelling or capital charges.

Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Business Environment and Internal Control Factors
BEICF can also be used to incentive behaviors via capital charges. Capital can be adjusted ex‐post
based on performance by business units

BEICFs as ex-post adjustment to model outputs

“BEICFs are commonly used
as an indirect input into the
quantification framework
and as an ex‐post
adjustment to model
output”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Business Environment and Internal Control Factors
Institutions use BEICF to allocate capital to business units, lower levels down to areas, processes, activities, etc.
using score cards, RCSA, etc.

“A bank’s board of directors should
approve and review a clear
statement of operational risk
appetite and tolerance”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
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Modelling
Distribution Assumptions

“The bank should follow a well
specified, documented and
traceable process for the selection,
update and review of probability
distributions and the estimate of its
parameters”
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Modelling
Distribution Assumptions
In addition to provide you with a state of the art OpRisk modelling software, we can help you to define a precise modelling process,
give you the required modelling training, extensive methodological documentation and support your institution all the way to the
regulatory model approval

Tutorial Documentation
Modeling Process
Definition in Detail

Methodology Documentation
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Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Combining the Four Elements
Methods for the Combination of the Four Elements
Bayesian Approach: external and internal data
distributions are merged during Monte Carlo
simulation
Datos Internos
Empíricos

Datos Escenarios
y Externos

Distribución de
Pérdidas
Interna

Parámetros
Derivados del
Análisis de
Escenarios y
Datos Externos

Frecuencia

Severidad

Actuarial Approach: empirial distributions are
enriched with external data given tail, and based
on differentiated weights

“A bank should carefully
consider how the data
elements are combined and
used to ensure that the
bank’s operational risk
capital charge is
commensurate with its level
of risk exposure”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Modelling
The Use of the Four Elements: Combining the Four Elements

Methods for the Combination of the Four Elements: Fitting a Distribution
with Inputs from Different Elements (ELD+ILD, ELD+SBA, etc.)
Derived from the
analysis of external
data

Answers from the
scenario analysis
rating

“The combination of data elements should be
based on a sound statistical methodology”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Modelling
Joint Distribution
Different Features of the Monte Carlo Simulation
Components to be included in
simulation: internal data,
external data, scenario analysis

Selection of
cells to be
simulated

Batch of sequencial
simulations with different
characteristis

“The techniques to determine the aggregated loss
distributions should ensure adequate levels of
precision and stability of the risk measures”.
“As such, simulation, numerical or approximation
methods are necessary to derive aggregated curves
(eg Monte Carlo simulations, Fourier Transform‐
related methods, Panjer algorithm and Single Loss
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
Approximations).

Currency of
simulation output
Automatic stop
for simulation,
when
convergence has
been achieved

Modelling
Correlation and Dependence
Modules for the Correlation and Dependence Determination
Correlations may be calculated keldall Tau, Spearman rho
and multi variant MLE for Gaussian and t‐Student copulas

Correlations between calculated based on different methods may be
compared, including matrixes after transformation to positive semi‐definitive

“The bank may be permitted to use internally
determined correlations in operational risk
losses across individual operational risk
estimates, provided it can demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the national supervisor that its
systems for determining correlations are
sound, implemented with integrity and take
into account the uncertainty surrounding any
such correlation estimates (particularly in
periods of stress). The bank must validate its
correlation assumptions using appropriate
quantitative”.

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Modelling
Granularity
“An AMA bank’s risk measurement system “must be sufficiently granular to capture the major drivers of operational risk affecting the shape of
the tail of the loss estimates”.
“When modelling operational risks, a bank should ensure that the model takes into account the bank’s idiosyncrasies.”
“Capital allocation to internal business lines should be a factor when choosing ORCs, as these ORCs may be used as part of the capital
allocation process”.

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Module for Defining Granular ORCs, BUs, etc.
Capital Allocation Methodologies to Allocate Capital to the Required Granularity

Methodology

Application

Contribution to Unexpected
Loss

Where is the more probability to have a loss in the medium term?
It attributes the capital where the more probability to experience an increase of
losses.

Contribution to Expected
Shortfall

Where are the strongest potential losses? What exposures increase more
capital requirements?
It’s determined based the contribution of the extreme loss or tail risk
(determined based on the average losses included in a pre-established
confidence interval).

Analysis of the Incremental
Capital

How would change may capital consumption the sale of this business line?
It’s appropriate for analyzing the impact on operational risk of a whole business
lines and estimating the impact of closing their activities

Stand-Alone Allocation

Intuitive attribution based on the stand alone contribution to risk. Nevertheless,
it does not take into consideration the diversification effects when attributing
capital.

Euler Allocation

Theoretically correct answer to capital allocation although difficult to apply in
practice as it requires a very large number of scenarios, for a precise answer,
particularly when fat tail distributions are used.
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Governance

User Control for Governance and Workflow Management
Profile/group definition

Verification and Validation

User management

“Verification activities test the effectiveness of the
overall ORMF, consistent with policies approved by the
board of directors, and also test ORMS validation
processes to ensure they are independent and
implemented in a manner consistent with established
bank policies. “
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
Audit Trail of Modelling Assumptions

The rights of each user can be defined in detail, creating
different users, groups and permitting a workflow
management
All sources transformations
on inputs (ILD, ELD and SBA)
are automatically recorded

Governance
Verification and Validation
Reporting of Modelling Assumptions

“Results from verification and validation
work should be documented and distributed
to appropriate business line management,
internal audit, the corporate operational risk
management function and appropriate risk
committees. Bank staff ultimately
responsible for the validated units should
have access to, and an understanding of,
these results”.

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Governance
Verification and Validation
The possibility to replicate results will also permit to verify on‐the‐fly all the modelling intermediate
and final outputs.

Governance
Verification and Validation
OpCapital Precision provides a specific module for backtesting to the modelling,
including scenario analysis with new and old internal and external loss data, etc.
It is possible to compare
different distributions
fitted with alternative
methods, parametric and
empirical distributions,
distributions from
scenario analysis, etc.

Five different plots are can be •Histogram difference
used to compared the results: •P‐P
•Histogram
•Q‐Q
•CDF

The goodness of the fit of
the fitted distributions
can be analyzed with
huge sets of data.
Allowing a comparison of
different series.

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Information about the
selected distribution:
•Name
•Parameters
•Fit values
•Fit type
It is possible to sort the
distributions by:
•Name
•Anderson‐Darling test
•Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test

“Verification of the ORMF
includes testing whether all
material aspects of the ORMF
have been implemented
effectively …:
…a comparison of scenario
results with internal loss data
and external data”.

The set of data can be
compared into an
external window. This
avoid distractions in
main window.

“Validation ensures that the
ORMS used by the bank is
sufficiently robust and
provides assurance of the
integrity of inputs,
assumptions, processes and
outputs”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

The goodness of the fit test can be observed in the bottom table.
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Governance
Use Test: Insurance Evaluation
An AMA system adds fundamental value when integrated into the daily management and
decision taking process of the institution. It should never be used solely for regulatory
compliance, neither its outputs be perceived or treated as an abstract academic exercise.

Use test

“Banks use various
approaches in an attempt
to clearly articulate and
demonstrate the
integrated use of their
ORMF. This is especially
the case with the use of
the ORMS within their
day‐to‐day decision‐
making practices”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

“The purpose and use of
an AMA should not be
solely for regulatory
compliance purposes”
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

S

Governance
Use Test: Insurance Evaluation
AMA model used in the evaluation on the risk mitigation adequateness of insurance programs
Loss Profile before Insurance Program

“the bank’s internal operational risk
measurement system should be closely
integrated into the day‐to‐day risk
management processes of the bank”
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Loss Profile after Insurance Program Mitigation

Governance
Use Test: Risk Appetite Determination and Monitoring
Using functionalities to model RCSA, AMA operational risk capital can be allocated down to RCSA
granularity and risk appetite cascaded down and monitored to a much more granular level.

“A bank’s board of
directors should approve
and review a clear
statement of operational
risk appetite and
tolerance”.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Governance
Use Test: Business Case for Investments in Risk Mitigation
AMA model used in the evaluation of the economic business case of different mitigation
investments

“Embeddedness” is
defined as the level to
which ORMF processes
and practices have
been embedded across
a bank’s organisational
levels. The supervisory
review of
embeddedness entails
an assessment of
managerial judgment
and decision making
and is broader than a
“point‐in–time”
assessment “.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Governance
Use Test: Business Case for Investments in Risk Mitigation
AMA model used in the evaluation of adequate investment for availability of fraud detection systems

Analyzing the
marginal costs for
increasing the
availability of fraud
detection systems as
compared to the
fraud costs during
the systems failure,
helps to identify
optimal investment

Governance
Use Test: Integration into performance measument
Integration of AMA model results into the institution`s economic capital and performance measurement processes
(RAROC, EVA, etc.)

Diversified Capital Allocation by Risk Type and Business Unit
Operational risk capital
results can aggregated
together with the other
capital estimates from
other risk categories,
and incorporated into the
performance evaluation
models (RAROC, EVA, etc.)
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Current Trends
Path to AMA
Although there are different speeds for developing an OpRisk capital model, there is a typical progression when
implementing a full AMA capital model. SKITES can support you during the whole process until your AMA model is
fully developed and integrated into the daily management of the institution, including the regulatory approval.

Current Trends
AMA Implementation Trends

